Abstract
Introduction
Parallel computing on clusters of workstations and personal computers has very high potential, since it leverages existing hardware and software. In fact, there are a number of existing commercial parallel programming environments that can run on top of clusters of workstations [3, 11, 15, 181. Parallel programming environments offer the user a convenient way to express parallel computation and communication. The communication part consists of the usual point-to-point communication as well as collective communication. Examples of collective communication operations include one-to-all broadcast, all-ball broa.dcast, global combine operation, scatter and gather. The need for collective communication arises frequently in parallel computation. Collective communication operations simplify the programming of applications for parallel computers, facilitate the implementation of efficient communication schernes on various machines, promote the portability of applications across different architectures, and reflect conceptual grouping of processes. In particular, collective communication is extensively used in many scientific applications for which the interleaving of stages of local computations with stages of global communication is possible (see [lo] ). Collective communication routines can operate over the entire set of processfv that are created at the beginning of an application or over userspecified groups of processes [4, 141. However, existing programming environments for clusters are built, on top of a point-to-point communication layer (send and receive) over local area networks (LANs) and, as a result, suffer from poor communication performance. For example, a broadcast that is implemented using a TCP/IP protocol (which is a "reliable" point-to-point protocol) over a LAN is obviously inefficient as it is not utilizing the fact that the LAN is a broadcast medium. The system model that we consider in this paper consists of a set of processors that communicate via asynchronous and unreliable broadcast messages. A processor has three logical layers of software (see Figure 1) . The lowest layer is a LAN.-communication layer, typically a User Datagram Protocol (UDP), that interfaces the LAN. The second layer is the transport' layer (this is where our new protocc.)l fits). The upper la,yer is !,he user-communication layer, which in our ciw,e is a set of collective communication routines of a parallel programming environment. Our goal is to create a transport 1it~;er which utilizes the fact that a LAN is a broadcast domain and to make the collective communication part of a parallel programming environment more efficient The challenge in achievin this goal is that, the I,A.N-~conimunication facility wittin a broadcast domain, typically a User Datagram Protocol (UIIP , is u i d i a b l e . We niake ertvironment in order to save in cornniunication cost, in code complexity, and in CPU overhead. R.cliable broadcast in distributed systems is a topic that has been studied extensively for more than a decade [12] . In fact, there are a number of existing projects and systems i.hat. provide a reliable t,rarisport layer as well as other servic 
Formalization of the Model
In this section we will formally describe the computation/communication model of the distributc.,d/parallel system that we are interested in. We then, i n the next two sections, will use the model to prove the correctness of our protocols. The system consists of processors t,hat communicate via asynchronous and unreliable broadcast messages. Although we expect that some messages might be lost, we assume that the content of a received message is not corrupted. A processor has three logical layers of software (see Figure 1 ).
The lowest layer is a LAN-communication layer (typically UDP) that interfaces the LAN. The second layer is the transport layer (this is where our new protocol fits). The upper layer is the user-communication layer, which in our case is a set of collective communication routines of a parallel programming environment. We will describe the upper and lower interfaces to the transport layer and then specify the properties of the transport layer.
The Global Program
The 
A Correct Transport Layer and Its
In t,his subsection we specify the notion of a correct transport layer arid specify its main propcsrties.
A transport layer is correct if any correct Program that runs over it with a set P of processors, without any processor failure, srtlisfies t.he following propositions.
Properties Proposition 1 (Progress) ( V p E P ) Program(p, i )
is eventually issued.
Proposition 2 (Correct delivery)
(Vp, q E P ) If Progrnm(p, i) = m
u l t i c a s t p ( m , T ) and Program(q, i) = requestq(p, T ) , t h m ut p the multicast returns and at q the message m is delivered and the rcqtiest returns.
It is easy to see that a correct transport layer has the following properties: of every message'it sent. The new in redieni in Pl-i-s a mechanism to deal with the discarfing of messages
We present the protocol which will be executed at each processor. We assume each processor is preassigned some unique pid which is stored in the variable myzd. Furthermore, at the initialization of the protocol each processor receives the pids of all other processors. We also use Pmyrd to denote the executing (current) processor
Each processor has a set of input buffers, one for each sender. E:ach input buffer can hold at least one message. This idea helps in protiding the property of non-interference between niessages from different sources. We not(= that this is an implementation choice and other solutions are possible.
An important data structurt3 is the Personal Counter Vector, denoted as pcv It is an arra) of the size of the processor set. It reflects the highest consecutive personal counter that has been seen by Pmyid from each processor. IVhen the PersnnalCount on an incoming message is not conserutive with the pczt for the sender, !,he message must be either too early (for instance, due to message losses) or too late (for instance, when this m esage is a resend, and the original one has already been received).
The target set 1' is specified as part of every message m that is targeted to T The target field of the message is overloaded for convenience of the presentation. I t is sometimes referred to as a set, and other times as a single processor. The meaning should be clear from the context.
To broadcast m means to send a message m over the broadcast medium of the communication network. Every processor on the network can then receive it
To resend a message is to broadcast it exactly it9 was done the first time it was sent out, with the same counter.
When a message is received from the communication layer (recezwe(m)) it can be found in a place at the sender after it has been ,verified that all the processors in the t,arget set handled them. The status mechanism provides a means by which to know when a sent message can safely be discarded.
The PCODE Protocol
The PCODE protocol is an expansion of PO and P1.
It includes many additional features which make it efficient, but do not change the basic properties of PO and P1. The pseudocode of the PCODE protocol can be found in [6] .
The Global Counter
In addition to the personal counters, each processor keeps a GlobalCounter which roughly counts the number of messages sent on the whole system The processor adds this counter to every message it sends out. Each processor will increment its GlobalCounter whenever it sends out a message or delivers up one carrying a higher GlobalCounter than it already has. Notice that, unlike the PersonalCounter, the GlobalCount er is not necessarily unique for different messages since two processors broadcasting concurrently may use the same GlobalCounter However, the GlobalCounter provides a method to control the flow of messages on the network as well as a method for possible early detection of lost messages as described below.
A message can be safely delivered if it is carrying a consecutive PersonalCounter, even if there is a gap in the GlobalCounter it is carrying, but the receiving process should not update its own GlobalCounter if there is such a gap. To avoid unnecessary delay in the delivery of a message, we deliver messages immediately, even if they have a gap in the GlobalCounter, but in that case we remember the counter for later updating. We keep n. list of the counters which created such a gap and were attached to a message that has already been delivered. Whenever the GlobalCounter is updated we will check this list to see if any of its counters can now be updated. This is nr'cessary in order to keep track of the Globa1C:ounters we received from each processor, for the purpose of flow control, as described in the next subsection we have probably lost some message(s) (though 1 hey niay still arrive later). In this case we can smd a NACK to the sender, requesting the missing rilessisge(s), thus improving our chances of having the ntessage ready when it is requested When using the C:lobalCounfer described in the previous subsection, we can also check for gaps in this counter, which indicate possible message loss in the same way as the gaps in the PersonulCount. We citnnot identify the srmder of the messages that we loste. but if we broad-':st a NACK the sender will bc able to identifj its own messages and resend them. A benefit of detrctuLg message loss by the GlobalCounter is that evm if the sender has stopped sending new messages, as long as some other processor has seen the lost message and sent a new one after that, we may see a gap in the GlobalCounter. Since the GlobalCounter is not precise, it may not help detect a loss when more than one messa e was given the same GlobalCounter. The Personaltount will detect every loss, as long as we receive further messages from the same sender.
Flow Control

Saving Early Messages
In PO and P1, if a message is too early (i.e., there is a gap in the PersonalCount) we ignore the message. In PCODE we maintain a buffer of waiting inessages, in which we keep messages which have arrived too early, until they can be accepted. Whenever we accept a message we can check this buffer to see if the next message we expect is already there. When the buffer is full -we will ignore the "too early" message as in PO and P1. This mechanism can reduce the number of messages that have to be resent when a message loss occurs.
Periodic Status Messages
In P1, messages will be discarded from the buffer of sent, messages only when the processor has a rnessage to multicast and has found the buffer full. It would obviously be better to try and discard messages before the buffer is full, so as not to slow down the user's application. Therefore each processor should send STATUS messages periodically (the same STATUS messages used in P l ) . A processor can determine when to send a STATUS message by looking at the GlobalCounter, and remeinbering the GlobalCoiint~r that wits sent on the last STATUS message. If the (;lobalC:ounier has growii more than STATUS-WINDOW (a tunable size) sirice the last STATUS message was sent, the processor will send out a new one. The STATUS messages ran also be used as PROGRESS messages, which are described in Subsection 5.2 above. Since both SlATUS and PROGRESS messages are usually useful to the protocol, we combine the two. The messages of type STATUS will in fact include the PROGRESS information as well (which is simply the GlobalCounter). When handling t,hese messages both issues will be taken care of. Whether we are required to send STA-TUS or PROGRESS information, we will always send the "augmented" STATUS message
Sending Point-to-Point Messages
Though our goal is to make use of the broadcast medium, in some cases the message is intended only for a small number of processors, or even one recipient, namely. a point-to-point message. In this case it would be undesirable to broadcast the message, thus forcing all the processors on the network to read it and process it. This occurs either when the usercommunication layer specifies a target group of size one, or for certain conhol messages--e.g., a NACK message indicating message loss from a known sender. In these cases we can svnd the messages I)y UDP. using the specific host's address instead of the broadcast address. The recovery of the point-to-poi iit messages cannot be done by the mechanism used for the recovery of broadcast messages, since t his mechanism relies on the fact that all processors can receive all the messages. Therefore a separate mechanism must be supported to deal with recovery of point-to-point messages. Such a mechanism is simple to construct.
Timeouts
In PO and P1 we had only one type of NACK, which is issued when a request is issued from the usercommunication layer, if the requested message is not ready. In PCODE we have two more types of NACKs, which are issued when gaps are found in the PER-SONAL or in the GLOBAL counters. PO through Pl set a periodic timer for resending a NACK only in the case of a REQUEST NACK, which is the only ca3e in which the protocol may deadlock if the NACK is not resent. In PCODE we set a timer for all types of NACKs. Every NACK will be periodically resent until it h a s been satisfied with the required messages. In the case of an unsatisfied request, PCODE does not issue a NACK immediately, but waits for an initial timeout in order to give the message a chance to arrive. If the message does not arrive within this timeout, a RE-QITEST NACK is issued, and a periodic timer is set.
The length of the timeouts for the different NACKs may be tuned, as described in Section 6.5.
Implementation and Performance
In this section we will present the implementation effort of PCODE and the environment that we have set up for performance evaluation. We will also present the results of our measurements, which clearly express the advantage of our approach.
The Environment
We have implemented a prototype of the PCODE protocol in C. The prototype was initially developed on a collection of RS/6000 workstations using the AIX operating system and communicating via UDP over a lOMbit Ethernet LAN. The results in this paper were obtained on a collection of Silicon Graphics Indigo machines with R4000 processors, using the IRlX opwating system and coinmunicating via IJDP over a lOMbit Ethernet LAN. Thc transport layer runs as a background daemon. This enables PCODE to treat the messages coming in from the LAN-communication layer while the usercorrimunication layer is blocked, e.g , waittng for a request call to return Therefore the PCODE protocol and the user-communication layer are iinplemented as two separate processes. The communication between them is done using T C P sockets. Ideally the two layers would be integrated into one multi-thread process, thus eliminating the time used for Ini er-Process Conimunication (IPC').
The User-Communication Layer
In our initial experimentss we have assumed that the global program (the user-communication layer) is per-
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forming an all-to-all broadcast in which each processor broadcasts a message to all other processors. For this we used two different drivers. One written in RAPID [9] , the other is a simple C program for the user-communication layer which runs through the sequence of multicastlrequest that corresponds to an all-to-all broadcast. The driver runs through this sequence a large number of times and measures the average time it takes. We have observed certain variability in the times measured between individual communication events. As a result, we have developed techniques for obtaining an average time per call as a figure of merit for our protocol.
We tried implementing the all-teal1 broadcast in two ways. In one implementation each processor broadcasts its message in turn. While one processor calls multicast, all the other processors call the corresponding request. In the second implementation each processor first calls multicast, and then calls a series of requests, one for each other processor. Our tests showed that the time for an all-to-all broadcast using PCODE is better when using the second implementation. When using TCP, On the other hand, it is better to use the first implementation. The results in the following section were obtained using for each system the implementation that gives better results.
In our discussions hereafter, we will refer to the "time per call". This time is obtained by dividing the average time measured for the all-teal1 broadcast by the number of machines in the configuration. The term "time per call" is not accurate, since it is in fact an average of the time for one multicast and the time for N -1 requests, where N is the number of machines.
This normalization enables us to compare the performance over a changing number of machines.
Optimizing TCP
In order to optimize broadcast time, protocols using TCP must usually be tailor made, considerin the number of processes participating in the broa%cast , and which process should receive which information. This is true for all point-to-point communication, and specifically for TCP, which performs differently for different patterns of communication on the connection. In order to compare PCODE to TCP, we implemented a TCP program which implements the multicast and request calls, as defined in this paper, simply by using TCP point to point connections, which are reliable. Unlike PCODE, the TCP program does not run separately from the driver. It is linked with the driver and run as one process. This fact gives T C P the advantage that it does not need IPC communication. Since we were using the same atomic calls as in PCODE, namely multicast and request, we could not fully optimize TCP. E.g., we could not pardlelize the multicasts -a multicast must be completed before the next one can begin. The T C P multicast was implemented as a series of sends, one to each target processor.
Results
We tested the protocol on up to 16 machines. The machines were not dedicated to the tests, but the load apart from the tests themselves was not high. The messages were of sizes of up to IKbyte, since at the F'CODE level we are interested only in sending I!DP packets.
'To obtain a measure of "ms per call" for a certain configuration and message size, we ran a number of tests, each one of 1000 rounds of all-to-all broadcast.
Eor each test we obtained the average time per round, and divided it by the number of machines. We then took an average over the results on each of the machines for each of the tests and this final average is the "ms per call" for this configuration and inessa e size. The variance of the results is usually under IO%,.
In the next 2 subsections we compare PCODE Lo T C P and to distributed transport layers.
Comparing to TCP
In Figures 6 and 7 
Ci.4.2 C o m p a r i n g to D i s t r i b u t e d Broadcast Layers
In comparing our results t,o thosa previously published for distributed transport layers, like Transis, one has to notice that parallel protocols have a built-in synchronization which influences ttiw performance For chxample, each all-to-all requires all machines to synt hronize. Moreover, i l l a typical distributed broadcast layer a slow machine hardly infliitwces the throughput measured, whereas in a synchronous mode it slows down every other machine. In Transis the reported measurcvnents are for maxiilium flooding of the network, and do not measure laiency. In Horus [17] the results refer to packing several short messages on a single UDP packet. We tried to hring the measurements to a cornriion ground, for that we performed a few experiments ill which we imitated the transmission patterns of MPI [14] over Transis and Horus.
Our experiments show that PCODE's performance is comparable to that of the other distributed broadcast layers. In Figures 10 and 11 we show the results of running repeated all-teal1 broadcast calls in an MPI mode on different systems, with a message size of 20 bytes and 1 Kbytes, respectively, over a changing number of machines. The all-to-all broadcast is implemented in the second version (see previous section).
Note that the PCODE timings in these two figures were measured in different runs from those presented in Figures 6 through 9 . We compared to Transis running over Lansis as well as Transis running over the Token Ring protocol for message recovery and ordering. Note that all but PCODE are protocols which have been tuned and optimized over some period of time now, while PCODE is a newly developed protocol. It is evident that PCODE performs better than Transis using the Ring, but, the same as Transis using Lansis. Horus perl'ornis better than all the tested systems. We note here that Horus is implemented a5 one multi-threaded process, as ideally we would like to implement PCODE We believe that with such an implementation and with some further tuning PCODE should eventually perform better than any general distributed broadcast layer, since its requirements are more lenient.
Tuning the Constants
In the previous 3 sections describing the protocols, we mentioned that several parameters of the algorithm are tunable. As an example of what can be accomplished by such tuning, we experimented with the size ofone of the timeout delays. The specific delay was the length of time to wait between the arrival of a request for a message not yet received and the sending of a NACK to the source. The longer the delay, the longer it would take to deliver a message that was actually lost; however, the shorter the delay, the more likely that the NACK and its response would bc. wasted because the required message was actually i n transit. In our experiment, as we raised the delay, we observed a significant increase in the number of NACKs sent and a slight rise in the overall time per call. The best timing obviously depends on the reliability of the network as well as the speed of the machiiies, but it is clear that a real improvement in time can be achieved by appropriately tuning the constants.
Concluding Remarks
We have studied the requirements associated with collective communication for parallel computing. We have observed that the main difference between a distributed computing paradigm and a message passin parallel computing paradigm is that, in a distribute8 environment the activity of every processor is independent while in a parallel environment the collection of the user-comrnuiiication layers in the processors can be modeled as a szngle global program. 
